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Individuals who make planned gift commitments to the Program in Healthcare Administration at the School of Public Health are recognized as members of the University of Minnesota Heritage Society. These individuals and families make a generous promise to future generations and actively shape the future of public health.

Anonymous
Armand Brim*, MHA '54 & Evona Brim
Louis & Alissa Clark
Bright M Dornblaser*, MHA '52
Mark Engstrom, MHA '87 & Julie Engstrom
Kirby Erickson, MHA '65 & Kathleen White
David Fine, MHA '74 & Susan Fine
Bruce E. Fischer, MHA '57
John Frobenius, MHA '69 & Nancy Frobenius
David Hamry, MHA '64 & Barbara Hamry
Patrick Hays, MHA '71 & Connie Hays
Howard Johnson*, MHA '54
John Kiernan, Jr.*

John King, MHA '63 & Jane King
William Kreykes*, MHA '66 & Jean Kreykes
Lowell Kruse, MHA '67 & Leslie Kruse
Theodor & Brendalee Litman
Arthur Maher Sr.*, MHA '71 & Allison Maher
Arthur Maher Jr & Jessica Maher
Andrew McCulloch, MHA '80 & Sally McCulloch
Justine Mishek, MHA '02 & Nick Quinn
Jerry Nye, MHA '77 & Lynnae Nye
Thomas O'Connor, MHA '91 & Joalyce O'Connor
Maynard Oliverius, MHA '81 & Sarah Oliverius
Merlin Olson, MHA '66 & Carol Olson*

Megan Remark, MHA '91 & Roger Remark
James Rice, PhD '91 & Judith Rice
John Schwartz, MHA '69 & James Mosely
Wayne Shovelin, MHA '76 & Julia Shovelin
Johnelle Foley Snyder*, MHA '74 & Gary Snyder*
Kenneth T. Swanson*, MHA '60 & Susan Swanson
Peter Thoreen, MHA '82 & Janet Marshall-Thoreen
Richard Trenkner*, MHA '48 & Jane Trenkner*
Donald Wegmiller, MHA '62 & Janet Wegmiller
Mary Ellen Wells, MHA '84 & William Arendt

*deceased